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the leet half eentnry considerable interest 
has been taken in and observations made npon the pig
mentation of the hair and eyes in man, primarily with 
regard to the geographical distribution and race ele
ments of the various colour classes.

Shortly after the close of the Franco-Prussien war, 
Tirohow» during a controversy on the racial elements in 
Germany, induced the German government to authorize an 
official census of the colours of the hair and eyes of 
school children throughout the Bxspire. Shis seems to 
have been the first pigmentation survey attempted on a 
large scale. Later observers have, with modifications, 
adopted Virchow* s methods. In course of tisie there fol
lowed pigmentation surveys of school children in most 
of^the continental countries, and statistics of great 
eztent and value have been accumulated and published. 
Prior to Vlrohos, Beddoe had been making personal obser
vations and eollecting data from all over the continent. 
It was not until 1885, however, that he published his
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greilt the colour of the hair and eyes, based on
personal observations on the adult populations in sever
al districts of the United Kingdom and on the Continent. 
In connection with these surveys other names might well 
be mentioned, as GuilXame in Switzerland and Banks in 
Germany, but the extent of interest taken in the pigmen
tation of the hair and eyes has been sufficiently in
dicated.

Pigmentation, however, has been found to have a 
further importance than merely the separation of race 
elements. It has been associated with vitality under 
different conditions and also with disease. Darwin 
states that complexion and liability to certain diseases 
are believed to run together in man and the lower an
imals. Thus, white terriers suffer more than terriers 
of any other colour from the fatal Distemper. In Vir
ginia white pigs perish from eating certain roots whioh

#dark pigs can eat without injury. White chickens are 
more subject than dark coloured chickens to certain par
asitic worms. In cattle susceptibility to "Wie attack 
of flies is correlated with colour, as also is the liabil
ity to be poisoned by certain plants, the white varieties

Beddoe , She Baces of Britain
/ o \' Darwin, Variation of Animals under DomesticationVol. II, p. 287
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suffering most severely. Certain forms of blindness 
seem to be associated with the colour of the hair: a man 
with black hair and a woman with light coloured hair, 
both of sound constitution, married, and had nine chil
dren, all of whom were born blind: of these children, 
five with dark hair and brown iris were afflicted with
amiurosis: the four others, with light coloured hair and

(2)blue iris, had amaurosis and cataract combined; '
Then again the tubercular child is loosely recog

nized by certain features, including the quality of the 
skin, the brightness of the eyes and the length and pig
mentation of the eyelashes.

Beddoe states that phthisis and cancer are more 
prevalent among dark-haired persons!^^ Tocher has shown^^^ 
that on an average more persons become insane in parts 
of Sootland where there is an excess of light-eyed per
sons in the population, and in a much less degree where 
there is an excess of dark-haired persons « Lunacy, he 
states, is distinctly correlated positively to light 
eyes and in a much less degree to dark hair, and is dis-

Barwin, Origin of Species, p. 236
Darwin, Variation of Animals under DomesticationVol. II, p. 328
Beddoe, Baces of Britain, p. 224

(4) Toelisr, Anthropometry ef Soottleh IneaaeBiometrikn, Toi. T, p. 044



tinetly correlated negatively to red hair, emd in a lea
ser degree to dark eyes. That there Is thus a greater 
tendency to insanity among light-eyed and dark-haired 
persons, and a lesser tendency to insanity among red- 
haired and dark-eyed persons, eonqpared in both oases 
with the general population. He goes on to say that 
these are only statistical facts, and offers no explana
tion as to how or why presence or absence of pigment 
comes to be associated with insanity. When he extended

(n\his inquiry * to discover whether the excess of any par
ticular hair or eye colour is associated with physical 
or mental defects such as blindness, deafness and imbec
ility, he found that the distribution of cases of mental 
affection differs frcan that of the last three classes, 
namely, that excesses in the number of cases of imbecil
ity, blindness and deafness, occur in the region of ex
cesses of blue eyes and of dark and black hair.

It is well known that in the lower animals pigmenta
tion has an important function. It seems, espeoially in 
the organs of sense, to be essential to their full de
velopment. Albinoss in all species are apt to be defeot- 
iye in keenness of sense. Darwin gives numerous examples 
of the defective senses of such non-pigmented animals.

Tocher, Pigmentation Survey of School children inScotland, Biometrika, Vol. VI, p. 196
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White oats with blue eyes, be states, are almost always 
deaf. He cites a remarkable case, in which the iris at 
the end of four months began to grow dark coloured, and 
then for the first time the cat began to hear!^^ His
tological examinations have shown that in the internal
ear of such oats the walls of the perilymph chamber lack

(2)pigmentation. In a recent histological examination 
of a case of albinism, in a child aged ten weeks, no ab
normality was found save a complete absence of pigment 
in the brain, eyes, internal ear, suprarenal gland, skin 
and hair. Commenting on this case, Pearson ' makes an 
interesting suggestion. He remarks that the disappear
ance of superficial pigment is one of the marks of sen
ility, that it affects the hair and eyes alike. Is it 
possible, he asks, that this loss of superficial pigment 
can ever be accompanied by a loss of internal pigment, 
possibly in the case of the brain centres. Senile im
becility, and in its milder form senility, might possibly 
be associated with a weakening of the intensity of pig
mentation in certain of the brain centres. Is it oon-

Darwin, variation of Animals under DomesticationVol II, p. 329
J# Adler and J. Macintosh, Histological Sxamina- tion of a case of Albinism, Biometrika Vol. VII p. 237
Pearson, Hote on Internal AlbinismBiometriha, Vol VII, p. 246
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oeivable that any toms of imbeollity are associated 
with defective brain pigmentation? Ophthalmoscopic in
vestigation shows a hi^ percentage of incomplete albin
ism of the eye in the insane. Pearson also suggests 
that the lack of pigmentation in the internal ear as 
shewn in the albinotic cat might possibly be associated 
with deafness.

This association of pigmentation with certain clas- 
ses of disease seems not unreasonable when it is con
sidered that the ectoderm gives rise not merely to the 
hair and epidermis, but also to the whole central and 
peripheral nervous system and other important structures.

She endogenous pigments of the body may be divided 
into two groups, haemoglobin and its derivatives and 
other metabolic pigments. She former is outside the 
scope of this investigation; of the latter the most im
portant group is the melanins. These are dark, black 
or brown and reddish brown pigments, and exist normally 
in the hairs, the choroid coat of the eye, the deeper 
cells of the malphigian layer of the skin, in the ohrom- 
atoBkores of the upper layers of the cerium and also in 
the membranes of the brain, espeoially in the neighbour
hood of the choroid plexus. The normal production of 
melanin in members of the human family has its extremes 
represented by the fair-haired Saxon and the swarthy
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negro. She differences in colour here are due, not to 
the presence or absence of the cells themselves# but to 
variations in the amount of pigment therein deposited.
In this respect, therefore, the negro differs physiolog
ically rather than anatomically from the European.

A physiological increase in the pigaentation is 
observed also in pregnant women, even among the fair, 
and is most marked in brunettes; a similar pigmentation 
is observed in many cases of exophthalmic goitre and in 
certain neurotic states. What is regarded as a pigmen
tation of the same order is met with in Addison's disease. 
Shis condition is generally held to be an affection of 
the abdominal synqoathetic systmn, induced most commonly 
by disease of the suprarenal bodies. She medulla of 
the suprarenal body is produced by an ingrowth of cell 
groups derived from the sympathetic system: these cell 
groups are derived from the ectoderm. It would seem 
that in general there is some close connection between 
pigmentation and the ectoderm, and although pigment is 
found in certain mesoblastic structures, such as the 
choroid and stroma of the iris in the eye, the cells of 
the perilymphatic spaces in the internal ear and the 
cortex of the suprarenal body, yet even these are close
ly associated with the ectoderm, and it might be ulti
mately found that the pigmented cells are ectodermal in
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origin. She ease of complete albinism already referred 
to is open to this interpretation; certainly the major
ity of these noxmally pigment containing structures are 
ectodermal in origin, and it might be concluded that the 
ectodermal derivatives are the chief pigment producing 
structures in the body. Socher* s findings regarding the 
relation of pigmentation to insanity suggest an etiolog
ical association in this connection, the hair and brain 
both being ectodermal structures.

Prms general observation it must be concluded that 
there is some association between the colour of the hair 
and the type of skin in the individual. She fresh com
plexion, easily freckled, met with in red-haired, and 
the olive and more sallow skin occurring in dark-haired 
persons, are well known. If we have this association 
between the colour of the hair and the skin, one of the 
chief excretory organs of the body, it might reasonably 
be eiqpected that some definite relationship could be 
found between pigmentation and the ability to withstand 
disease. Beddoe found ^bat, in his experience as a 
physician, on the whole, dark-complexioned children 
showed more tenacity of life than fair ones.

She same author remarks^that pale shades in the

m — ------------------ -----------Beddoe, She Baces of Britain, p. 223
« " " " " p. 224
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hair, and in the eyes aXsd> are the results of a defeet 
of secretion, hut that it does not necessarily follow 
that they are a mark of weakness. Several facts, how
ever, might point in that direction, such as the physical 
and constitutional inferiority of alhinoes, the compar
ative lightness of the hair of children and the changes 
which take place in disease, which are generally in the 
direction of dulness and paleness of hue.

Brownlee found that the Jewish children in 
Glaegow exhibited a considerable susooptihility to ecar- 
let fever and diphtheria, associated with a high degree
of fecuperative power.

(8)Ripley, commenting on the large proportion of dark
haired and dark-eyed persons in the continental towns, 
states that it is not improbable that there is in the 
dark hair and eye some indication of vital superiority, 
for it requires energy and courage, physical as well as 
mental, not only to break the ties of home, but also to 
maintain one* s self afterwards under the stress of city 
life. After discussing the defects of sense in albinoes 
he gees on to say that these facts tend to justify the 
conclusion that pigmentation, if not absolutely necessary.

Brownlee, Report of the City of Glasgow Fever and SbWkllppx Hospitals I Belvidere , 190$
Bipley, fhe Baces of Europe, p. 557
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at least oonduoes to aouterness of sense, and that when 
ahnndantly present is often an index of vitality. He 
sums up hy stating that the tondenoy of present knowl
edge certainly points in the direction of some relation 

, between pigmentation and general physiologioal and men
tal vigour. On the other hand, it cannot be forgotten 
that many conquering and ruling races have been fair, 
and have subdued races which have been dark, fo mention 
only a few, the Goths, Angles, Horsemen and Saxons, were 
all dominant races in their time. From the observation
of a million soldiers of mixed nationalities in the

( r )American federal Army, BaxterV*'formed the opinion that 
although nations of superior stature exhibit a majority 
of blondes, yet in detail among thmselves the dark^oom- 
plexioned exhibit a slight superiority in stature and 
girth of chest over the fair complexioned.

He concludes that stature depends on race and not 
upon complexion and that it does not appear that any 
recognizable relation exists between circumference of 
chest and stature when complexion is made the basis of 
classification. On the other hand^^^ when the various

TIT -̂----  *---------------- --------------Baxter, Statistics, Medical and Anthropological, ofthe Bravest Marshal General*s Bureau, Washington,levs. Vol. II, p. 24
(8) Baxter, Statistics, Medical and Anthropological, of the Prévost Marshal General*s Bureau, Vol. I, p. 72
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and numerous diseases and injuries for which recruits 
were rejected are considered in regard to complexion, he 
finds that almost without exception men of light com
plexion were more affected than those of dark. He states 
that» in regard to this almost invariable rule applying 
to complexion, the fact is submitted without comment. 
Ripli^^^Ogives Baxter as his authority for stating that 
the brunette type, one the whole, opposed a greater re
sistance to disease and offered more hope of recovery 
from injuries in the field. Boudin states that, in 
the French army which invaded Russia, soldiers having a 
dark complexion, from the southern parts of Europe, with
stood the intense cold better than those with lighter 
Qomplexlone from the north. He remarks that this fact 
is contrary to the opinion generally held.

Darwin^ states that the colour of the skin and 
hair is sometimes correlated in a surprising manner with 
a complete immunity from the action of certain vegetable 
poisons and from the attacks of certain parasites. After 
discussing the immunity of the negro from the yellow

Ripley, Races of Europe, p. 558fhe latter statement I cannot find in the pages referred to by Ripley, nor indeed in any of Oxter’s records
Boudin, Traite de Géographie Médicales, To#. X, p̂ 406
Darwin, Desoent of MSn, p. 193
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fever so destructive in tropical America, and from the 
fatal intermittent fevers that prevail in parts of the 
African coast, he says that it is a mere conjeotnre that 
l^is immunity is in any degree correlated with the col
our of the skin. The conjecture, however, seemed to him 
not in^rehahle, and he obtained permission to transmit 
tables to the surgeons of the various regiments on for
eign service asking for particulars of the colour of the 
hair of all the men in their regiments and also of those 
who suffered from the various tropical fevers. In this 
way he hoped to find out whether any relation existed 
between the colour of the hair and constitutional liab
ility to tropical diseases. TJnfortunately he received 
no returns, and at present there exists great divergence 
of opinion as to whether light-haired persons with 
florid complexions or dark^haired persons with sallow 
complexions suffer less from the diseases of tropical 
countries.

With a view to ascertaining how far any of these 
statements or suggestions could be justified in the case 
of seme of the acute fevers, and also to find if any 
one pigmentation type was more liable to one or any of 
these fevers than another, the present inquiry was begun. 
This inquiry was made possible by comparison by the 
publication of a pigmentation survey of school children



in Scotland In 1908.
18

%

MgfHODS m  QBSSmVATIOI

lonr of the acute fevers, scarlet fever, diphtheria, 
measles and whooping cough, have been chosen on which to 
make those observations. The material to work upon has 
been collected in The Glasgow Corporation Fever Hospit
als, mainly at Huchili during the past year, 1909-10, 
and for a few months previously at Belvidere. The col
ours of the hair and eyes of children suffering from 
these diseases were carefully noted on admission to hos
pital by the physician under whose charge they came.
These oases in every instance were consecutive, and every 
case entering hospital was recorded except for a short 
period duri% whioh the observations were interrupted by 
SAaWess on the medical staff. Ho selection was made. 
Tocher* s analytical Tables for hair and eye colours, 
which are here appended, were closely followed:-

J. F. Tocher, Pigmentation Survey of School Children in Scotland. Biombtrika, Vol. VI, p. 189
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àmmtlQAL TABLE FOR EAIR eOLOOBS

Had

The hair is rad; either li#t red. bright red ior dark red {All colours whioh approach more to red than to brown or 
flaxen

Claes 1

Hot red
The hair is not red. It is either fair, brown or dark

'T
I S M  

IThe hair Is fair,
Ithat l8 white flax-I
I en, or golden yel
low only. (A very 
light brown may be 
included here)

Class 8

Hot fair
The hair is not fair. It is brown (medium) or dark

Medium
The hair is chest- The hair is hut brown, brown- ! dark brown, ish, or is neither I or dark or red, fair nor dark black, but not

I jet black
Glass 4 Jet black

Class 3 Class 5
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AXALTTXOAL TABLE FOE EXE COLOURS

Pure blue
The eyes ere pure blue

Hot pure blue
The eyes are not pure blue. They are either brown, grey, very light blue, or mixed

jpoep blue or pure 
IbXue is

Class 1

(Light blue is 
Class 2)

Bark 
The eyes 
are hazel 
brown, dark 
brown, or 
siaq̂ ly dark

Class 4

Hot dark
The eyes are not brown. They are either grey or mixed. The grey eyes may be either very li^t blue, light grey, or simply grey. Light grey eyes belong to Class 2, while grey and mixed belong to Class 3

The eyes are light grey, very light, blue, or bluish grey

Class 2

Medium' I
The eyes are neitheri light grey, very light blue, nor blu-; ish grey, but are either grey, greenish, orange, very light hazel, or mixed. They belong to I

Class 3
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These tables are probably as aeourate as can be de

vised but nevertheless they are defective in some ways*
In the various colour classes the bulk of cases can be 
easily placed, but there are others which are more dif
ficult. There is no method of distinguishing mixed col
ours, fair hair tending to become medium or medium hair 
tending to dark. Bye colour is more easily distinguished 
but considerable difficulty has been found in determining 
the true blue* Taking the pure deep blue as represent
ing this class in accordance With Tocher's table, it is 
found that only 5.3% of the hospital oases have blue 
eyes compared with 11.2^ of blue eyes in Tocher's sta
tistics for the children inhabiting the area, from which 
the hospital cases were drawn. This suggests some dif-

zference in the personal equation of the observers. Beddoe 
remarks on the difficulty of determining the limits of 
the blue eye. Tocher's pigmentation survey takes Glasgow 
as a whole, but also divides it into sub-districts. Bel
videre and Buohill Hospitals drain different districts. 
This might have led to difficulties of comparison, but 
it was found that these districts corresponded closely 
to Tocher's sub-divisions.

Beddoe, The Races of Britain, p. 77
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fAHKB

Showing the peroent&gee of the various hair and eye col
ours of the school children in the areas drained by 
Belvidere and Buohill Hospitals

HdXR COLOUR

Ihlack Bark Medium lalr Reé̂

Ruohlll Area, Boys .9 26.4 46.5 21.7 5.6
« " Girls 1.2 28 44.1 21.6

G  !

* V Boys & Girls combined 1.1 26.7 45.3 21.7 5.3
Belvidere Area, Boys 1.3 26.8 45.5 21.5 6 1

" " Girls 1.2 28.6 44*8 20.8
;

4.6
? " Boys &Girls oom- bihed 1.3 27.7 45.1 21.1 4.8

Belvidere & Rnohill areas combined (Boys & Girls) 1.2 27.2 46.2 21.4 5
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BYE COLOUE

Bark Medium Light ̂ Blue

24.2 52.5
----- 1
31.6 11.7

24.6 52.9 30.8 :12.2

24.4 52.4 31.2 12
24.9 35.5 29.6 10.1
24.3 35.5 29.4 10.9

24.6 35.5 29.5 10.5

24.5 34 30.3 11.2

Suchill Area, Boys
"  ̂ Girls
"  ̂ Boys & Girlsoombined

Belvidere Area, Boys
" « Girls
" " Boys & Girlsoombined

belvidere & Euohill areas I combined (Boys A Girls)

It will.be seen from the above table, constructed 
from Tocher's statistics for the Glasgow sub-divisions, 
that there is very little difference in the percentages 
of hair and eye colours between the Belvidere and Suchill 
arofis. Taking this fact into consideration, these areas 
are for convenience sometimes considered separately and 
sometimes cmnbined in this inquiry. From the same table 
it will be seen also that the percentages of hair and 
eye colours of boys and girls taken as separate units 
show only a slight difference.
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■ gToohor states that on an average any excess or de

fect in the hoy population from the general mean in any 
locality is accompanied in about 70-90^ of the cases by 
a corresponding excess or defect in the girl population 
and vice-versa. Such being the case, boys and girls 
have been combined in this inquiry. In scarlet fever 
alone are the boys and girls treated as separate units.

In all, 3,535 observations have been made, namely, 
1*864 on scarlet fever patients, 700 on diphtheria pa
tients, 661 on measles patients and 310 on whpoping 
cough Pdtients.

m  THB POSSIBILITY OP COMPAHHG 
THE HOSPITAL EXULTS WITH TH(^£ OP TOCHSH

In comparing the results obtained in hospital with 
those of Tocher a difficulty is met with in regard to 
the age difference of the subjects of these investiga- 
tiens. In hospital the majority of the children, on 
wh(m observations were made, were between the ages of Z 
and 12. Tocher gives the age of the school children

* Tocher, Pigmentation Survey of School Children in Scotland, Biometrika Vol. VI, p. 199
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eonsldered In his snrvey as between 6 and 18. The dif
ference in age is considerable and might be thought to 
give rise to inaccuracy when comparing the results of 
these different observations, but authority can be given 
for considering the age difference as of little import
ance and liable at the most to give rise to only a very 
small error , where the comparison is based on the pig
mentation of the hair and eyes.

Ripley^^^states that a great defect in all such in
vestigations in children lies in the tendency to a dark
ening of the hair and eyes with growth; that from 10-20^
of blond children at maturity develop darker hair or 

(2)eyes. Beddoe remarks, however, that the broad results 
are not affected by this flaw. He gives statistics of 
school children under and over 11 years of age« show^g 
a very slight augmentation of the darker colours in the/ a \older children. Pearson collating statistics, con
cludes that there is little change in hair or eye colour 
with children under 14, but after 14 there is even be
fore 19 a more marked change, the correlations still, 
heieter. remaining low. This change is much more eon-

Ripley, The Races of Europe, p. 222 
Beddoe, The Races of Britain, p. 77
Pearson, HiBcellanea, Biometrika, Vol. Ill, pp. 464-465
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elderable In the case of hair than of eye colour, though 
sensible in both. Commenting on Dr Pfitzner's results 
on the pigmentation of the hair and eyes ef children in 
Lower Sisass he states that they are quite comprehensible 
if there be a positive correlation between fairness and 
disease in childhood, that this is exactly what British 
school children show - there is a correlation between 
health and darkness of hair colour. ^Hence if we do not 
follow up individuals, noting their pigmentation at dif- 
ferem,t ages, but simply correlate age of different in
dividuals with hair colour, we are liable to exaggerate 
the correlation between age and pigmentation, and this 
will be espeoially the case, if we use hospital returns. 
Hence it is probable that our neglect of a selective 
death rate , based upon the known correlation between gen
eral health and pigmentation, really emphasises the val
ues found for correlation between pigmentation and age. 
Further, while it is probable that if we take adult life 
into account we should find this correlation increased, 
the value deduced from Pfitzner's observations may be 
sa#ly considered to mark in the first place a selective 
death rate, i.e., a correlation between fitness in child
hood and dark pigmentation."

In conclusion Pearson, commenting on a table ex
hibiting the results for age and hair and eye colour of
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British school girls from 7-19 years of age, states that 
"it would seem doubtful, having regard to the paucity of 
individuals dealt with, whether we can assert significant 
changes in the percentages of medium-eyed girls having 
fair or brown hair at different ages. Hor would it be 
wise to insist that the changes of percentages in red- 
haired girls with light or dark eyes are significant. 
Red-haired girls with medium eyes seem to beomne con
tinuously fewer with age: lights eyed girls with fair- 
hair become significantly fewer, and hr own-haired girls 
with light eyes more numerous. Bark-eyed girls with 
fair or brown hair become significantly fewer and dark
eyed girls with dark hair become more numerous, and 
probably light-eyed girls with dark hair also. The med
ium-eyed girls with dark hair remain much the same in 
percentage. Thus, except in the case of red-haired 
girls, those with medium eye colour change least; the 
fair-haired girls with light eyes tend to beowne brown 
or even dark, and the dark-eyed girls with fair or brown 
hair to become dark-haired. How far these changes are 
influenced by a selective death rate still remains to be 
determined."

It would therefore be expected that, if there is 
any discrepancy from the age difference in comparing 
the results of this inquiry with those of Tocher's survey
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of school children, a proportion of fair and possibly 
medium dark takes the place of medium and dark at the 
more advanced age. An appreciable but not large number 
of the children observed in hospital are considerably 
younger than the children on whom Beddoe and Pearson 
base their results as given above. All the evidence, 
however, tends to show that the colour of the hair and 
of the eyes to a lesser degree darkens with age, in 
which case a slight excess of fair-haired children 
should be found entering hospital, when congp&ved with 
Tocher's statistics for school children, unless such a 
result be upset by some correlation between the colour 
of the hair and susceptibility to the diseases consid
ered. This excess is certainly present, except in 
scarlet fever, but it is not great, the percentage of 
fair-haired children varying from 19.3# in scarlet fever 
to 27.8# in measles as compared with Tocher's figure for 
school children for the same area of 21.4#. How much 
of this discrepancy is accounted for by the age differ
ence and how much by some correlation between the colour 
of the hair and susceptibility to the diseases consider
ed cannot be definitely stated. As will be shown later, 
however, there is a distinct negative correlation be
tween dark hair and susceptibility, and there is no 
reawon why the excess of fair-haired children entering
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hospital should not he due as moh to some such correla
tion between fair hair and susceptihility as to any er
ror from age difference.

fss I50IPBHCB m  f m  iiamsss 
eOISIPBBBP 15 3ÎHE POTBBBIf PIQKBSfATIOH fïPBS

It was thought that, hy comparing the percentages 
of the various hair and eye colours of children suffer
ing from scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles and whoop
ing cough with the percentages of the various hair and 
eye colours given hy Tocher for the areas corresponding 
to the areas from which these children were drawn, some 
definite result mi^t he obtained, indicating the pig
mentation type most liable to suffer from any of these 
dieeases
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TABTiB X

Showing the peroentages of the various hair and eye 
colours in the diseases considered as compared with 
the general population

HAH eoiiOUB

Black Dark Medium Fair Bed

1.2 27.2 45.2 21.4 5
.6 15.5 59.4 19.3 6
.1 13.9 57.7 24.1 4.2

0 12.9 56.5 27.8 3.8.6 11.3 61.3 23.6 3.2

General population Scarlet Fever Biphtheria measles

EYB GOiBOUR

Dark Medium light Blue

24.5 04 30.3 11.2
15 62 17.8 5.215.2 44.4 35.3 5.114.5 60.2 22.1 3.216.2 38.1 35.8 11

General population 
lailet F^eap
leasles rhooping Gough
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Ab will he seen from Table 1 there Is, with regard 

to the colour of both hair and eyes, a striking simil
arity between the percentages of each colour attacked by 
each of the fevers considered, and these percentages 
differ considerably from Tocher’s percentages of the gen
eral population for the same area.

With regard to the pigmentation of the hair, in 
every case the medium is considerably in excess, the dark 
deficient and the fair and red about equal when compared 
to their proportional representation in the general pop
ulation. The colour of the eyes shows a similar result, 
the medium considerably in excess, the dark and blue de
ficient, the light being the only variable colour, being 
in excess in diphtheria and whooping oou^ and deficient * 
in scarlet fever and measles as compared with the gener
al population.

SGAmET wsmi

In eonsidering the scarlet fever cases, as else
where, boys and girls and Belvidere and Buchill patients 
have been grouped together, and compared with Tocher’s
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statistics for the combined areas. In addition the boys 
and girls in the Buchill cases have been separated and 
compared with Tocher’s statistics for the boys and girls 
in the Buchill area. This accounts for the slight dif
ference in the^ theoretical percentages.

TABM 2

Shewing the percentages and numbers of the various hair 
colours of children suffering from scarlet fever as 
compared with the general population

HAIB COLOÜB

Black Bark Medium Fair Bed Total

1 Belvidere & Buchill (C o
Actual numbers Theoretical numbers Actual percentage Theoretical percentag

mbined
1222.6e 1.2

}
289
50715.527.2

1109
84259.445.2

06009919.021.4

949465

18641664100100

The term "theoretical percentage" refers to the percentage given in Tocher’s statistics for the same area.The term "theoretical numbers" refers to the numbers which would occur if the oases were admitted to hospital in the same percentage of each colour as in Tocher’s statistics for the same %rea
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black Bark Medium Fair rBed Total

2 Buchill. Girls
Actual numbers 3 137 389 138 38 705 1
Theoretical numbers 9 198 311 152 35 705 1
Actual percentage • 4 19.5 55.2 19.6 5.4 100
Theoretical percentage 1.2 28 44.1 21.6

______ I.
5 100

1
3 Buchill, Boys

1;
i 1

Actual numbers I 5 77 360 113 !05 590
Theoretical numbers 5 150 1 274 128 ;03 590
Actual percentage 1 .8 13.11 61 19.2; 5.9 100
Theoretical percentage! .9 25.41 46.5 21.7 5.6 100

From fable 2 It appears that whether the boys and 
girls be treated as separate units or combined, the re
sults are similar. Both combined and individually med
ium hair is considerably in excess, dark and jet black 
considerably and fair hair slightly deficient and red 
hair about equal when compared to their proportional 
representation in the general population. The greater 
percentage of medium and the smaller percentage of dark- 
haired cases in hospital, in boys as compared with girls, 
has a corresponding difference in the general population 
It woul# seem then that the medium-haired child is sus
ceptible to scarlet fever to a greater extent than, the 
dark and jet black-haired to a less extent than, and the
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red and fair-haired child almost equally with its propor
tional representation in the general population.

fABBE 3

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various eye 
colours of children suffering from scarlet fever as 
cô spared with the general population

EYE COBOÜR

rDark Medium Iiight Blue Total
j

1 Belvidere & Buchill (Oontd.)!' •
Actual numbers i £80 Theoretical numbers 457 Actual percentage i 15 Theoretical percentage I £4.5

*11566846234

33156417.830.8

972095.211.2

18641864IOCIOC

i !
2  Buchill, Girls j

^  ^ ' ' I Actual numbers ; 90 1 400Theoretical numbers ; 143 19£AottMIl percentage 15.3 i 67.8Theoretical percentage ! £4.£| 32.5
i 1

I i 70 ! 30 i 590 186 69 '  590 11.9 I 5 1 100 31.6 11.7 100 ; ■
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! Bark Medium Bight BXue Total]

3 Buchill. Boys
! ■i 1i

Actual numbers i 123 433 117 32 705 ;Theoretical numbers I 174 228 217 I 86 705Actual percentage i 17.5 61.4 16.6 1 4.5 100 ITheoretical percentage ! 24.6 32.3 30.8 1 12.2 100

In scarlet fever whether hoys and girls he consider
ed individually or combined, the medium eye is very much 
in excess, the blue and light eye and to a less extent 
the dark eye considerably deficient compared to their 
proportional representation in the general population.

This would indicate that the medium-eyed child is 
more susceptible to scarlet fever than the dark-eyed 
child and, even more so, than the blue and light-eyed 
child. The medium-eyed girl would seem to be more sus
ceptible than the medium-eyed boy, the light-eyed girl 
being less susceptible to a corresponding degree.
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BIPSTRBRIA

TABI® 4

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various hair 
colours of children suffering from diphtheria, as 
compared with the general population

BAIR COLOUR

Black Dark Medium■ 't Fair Red Eotal

Belvidere & Rüohill
Actual numbers 1 97 404 169 29 , 700Theoretical numbers 8 191 316 150 06 700Actual percentage .1 18.9 57.7 24.1 4.2 100Theoretical percentage 1.2 27.2 45.2 21.4 5 100

In Diphtheria medium hair is considerably and fair 
hair slightly in excess, red hair is slightly and dark 
and jet black hair considerably deficient compared to 
their proportional representation in the general popula
tion. This would indicate that the medium-haired child
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le Busoeptlble to diphtheria to a greater extent than, 
the dark and jet hlaok-haired child to a less extent than, 
and the red and fair-haired child about equally with its 
proportional representation in the general population.

TABLE 5

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various eye 
colours of children suffering from diphtheria as com
pared with the general population

EYE COLOUR

1 Bark Medium Light Blue Total

Belvidere & RUohill
1 i 1 1 ri

I
Actual numbers Theoretical numbers Actual percentage Theoretical percentage

1 106 i I 171 1 ! 16.21 j 24.5|
! i

31123844.434

24721235.330.3

36795.111.2

700700100100

In diphtheria the medium eye and, to a less extent, 
the light eye are considerably in excess, the blue eye 
and, to a less extent, the dark eye considerably defic
ient, compared to their proportional representation in
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the general population. This would indicate that the 
medium-eyed child and, to a less extent, the li^t-eyed 
child is more susceptible to diphtheria than the dark
eyed child and, even more so, than the blue-eyed child.

2 A S L E 8

TABLE 6

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various hair 
colours of children suffering from measles, as com
pared with the general population ^

HAIB CDLODR

Black Bark Medium Fair Bed Total

EtucMll only. 
Aetml numbers 0 85 367 184 26 661Theoretical numbers 7 176 299 144 35 661Actual percentage 0 IE.9 55.5 27.8 3.8 100Theoretical percentage 1.1 26.7 45.3 21.7 5.3 100
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In measles medium hair and, to a less extent, fair 

hair, are considerably in excess, red hair and, even 
more so, dark and jet black hair considerably deficient 
compared to their proportional representation in the gen
eral population.

This would indicate that the medium-haired child, 
and, to a less extent, the fair-haired child, is more 
susceptible to measles than the red-haired child and, 
even more so, than the dark and jet black-haired child.

fABLB 7

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various eye 
colours of children suffering from measles, as com
pared with the gMieral population

EYE OOLOUR

Bark Medium Light i Blue Total

Buchill only.
Actual numbers Theoretical numbers Actual percentage Theoretical percentage

_____________________

9616114.524.4

39821560.232.4

1
146 1 21 206 7922.1 3.231.2 12I

661661100100
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I# meeelee the medium eye is considerably in excess, 

the blue eye and, to a less extent, the dark and light 
eye, considerably deficient compared to their propor
tional representation in the general population. This 
would indicate that the medium-eyed child is much more 
susceptible to measles than the dark and light-eyed child 
and, evw more so, than the blue-eyed child.

WHQ0PI5G C0ÏÏG1

TABLE a

Showing the percentages and numbers of the various hair 
colours of children suffering from whooping cough, 
as compared with the general population

EAim COLOUR

1 Black Bark Medium i1Fairf Red Total
LBelvidere & Ruchill !i1 j

Actual numbers Theoretical numbers Actual percentage Theoretical percentage

£4.61.2

3584
11.327.2

19014061.345.2

7366
23.6!21.4

1016
3.26

.
310 310 100 ! 100 ;
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In whooping oongh medium hair is considerably and 

fair hair slightly in excess, red hair is considerably 
and dark and jet black hair markedly deficient as com
pared to their proportional representation in the gener
al population. This would indicate that the medium- 
haired child and, to a much less extent, the fair-haired 
child; is more susceptible to whooping cough than the 
red-haired child and, much more so, than the dark and 
jet black-haired child.

TABLE 9

Shewing the percentages and numbers of the various eye 
colours of chlldrw suffering from whooping cough, as 

I eenpared with the general population

EYE COLOUR

Bark Medium 1 Light j Blue Total

Belvidere & Buchill
Actual numbers Theoretical numbers Actual percentage Theoretical percentage

477616.224.5

11810538.184

1
j

111 1 34 94 I 85 35.8 1 11 30.3 ! 11.2

810310100100
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In whooping cough the light eye and the medium eye 

are in ezoess hut not to any marked extent, the blue eye 
is equal and the dark eye deficient when compared to 
their proportional representation in the general popula
tion. This would indicate that the light-eyed child and 
the medium-eyed child are more susceptible to whooping 
cough than the blue-eyed child and considerably more so 
than the dark-eyed child.

Thus a striking similarity is maintained throughout 
in these four fevers as regards the susceptibility of 
the various hair and eye colours.

mm ooLom:
In every case there is a marked excess of medium 

hair and a marked deficiency of dark and jet black hair. 
In measles there is a considerable and in diphtheria and 
whooping cough a sli^t excess of fair hair. In scarlet 
fever there is a slight deficiency of fair hair. Red 
hair is deficient except in scarlet fever, where it 
equals its proportional representation in the general 
population.

The conclusion would seem to be that in scarlet 
fever, diphtheria, measles and whooping cough, the med
ium-haired child is more liable to become infected than 
the red-haired and much more so than the dark and jet
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black-haired child, the fair-haired child occupying an 
intermediate position as regards infection.

S O  COLOUR:
In every case there is an excess of medium eyes, 

not BO marked in whooping cough, and a considerable de
ficiency in blue and dark eyes, except in whooping cough 
where blue eyes are equal to their proportional repres
entation in the general population. The light eye oc
cupies an intermediate position, being in excess in 
whooping Gou^ and diphtheria and deficient in scarlet 
fever and measles. The conclusion would seem to be that 
in scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles and whooping cough 
the medium-eyed child is more liable to become infected 
than the dark-eyed child and, even more so, than the 
blue-eyed child, the light-eyed child occupying an in
termediate position as regards infection; the li^&t-eyed 
child seams to be more susceptible to diphtheria and, 
whooping cough than to scarlet fever and measles.
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THE BIOÜPERATITB POWER 

of the

TARIOUS PIGMEWTATIOE TYPES 15 TEE DISEASES 005SIDERED

Throughout this section no attempt has been made to 
separate boys and girls or Belvidere and Buchill cases.

To determine the recuperative power of the various 
pigmentation types to the diseases considered, the num
ber of patients, the percentage of severe oases and the 
percentage of deaths in each type have been tabulated.
The number of patients includes the severe cases and 
deaths. The percentage of severe oases includes the per
centage of deaths. What have been termed the severe 
cases will require further definition. In scarlet fever, 
measles and whooping cough, severity is indicated by the 
incidence of complications. The complications are chief
ly represented in scarlet fever by nephritis, arthritis, 
adenitis and otitis media, in measles by laryngitis, 
broncho pneumonia, subsequent tuberculosis and otitis 
media, and in whooping cough by convulsions, broncho
pneumonia and subsequent tuberculosis. These complies-
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tiozis Indicate the Bererity of the attack. In diphtheria 
however, there are so many cases with a toxaemia consid
erably above the average, which yet develop no actual 
complications, that it has been thought more accurate 
to consider the degree of toxaemia without reference to 
complications. In diphtheria, therefore, any case with 
marked toxaemia, that is with a toxaemia more intense 
than the average, has been tabulated as severe.

1 KBCUPIEATIYB POWER ABD PIGMEBTATJOI OF THE HAIR

Blaring a two years' experience of children in fever 
hospitals and before any attempt had been made to arrive 
at any statistical proof on the subject, I had formed, 
more or less unconsciously, the opinion that the fair
haired child tended to be more severely attacked by and 
to succumb more readily to the acute fevers and that the 

child tended to be less severely attacked 
and offered more resistance to the disease. Row far 
this i^ression is confirmed by fact will be seen from 
the accompanying tables.
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TABLE 10

Showing the number of patients, the percentage of severe 
cases and the percentage of deaths in the varions 
hair colours in the diseases considered

mm GOLOUE

F [Blaok Bark Medium Fair Bed

Scarlet Fever
Bnmber of cases

1i 12 289 1109 360 94Percentage of severe cases 8.3 14.2 17.4 20.3 19.2Percentage of deaths 0 2.1 3.2 5.3 3.2

Diphtheria
r 1 

! i
number of cases 1 97 404 169 129 IPercentage of severe eases 0 32 40.1 39.6 41.4Percentage of deaths 0 9.3 10.6 12.4 3.4

Keasles
number of eases 0 85 367 184 i25Percentage of severe eases 0 16.4 16.4 23.9 20Percentage of deaths 0 4.7 7.7 13.6,12 ' 1
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lElack 1 Dark 1Medium Fair | Bed

■hooping CoTM*
Bumber of eases 
Percentage of severe cases Percentage of deaths

1
i

2 35 0 1 11.4 G I 0

1
190 73 10 20 ! 21.9 1 10 
10 13.7 I 10

It appears that in each of the diseases considered 
the fair-haired children show the greatest percentage of 
severe cases and of deaths, and not only is this so, hut 
the greater severity and higher mortality in fair-haired 
children is marked and constant. The only exception is 
the slightly greater percentage of severe cases of diph
theria in red and medium-haired children. Bext, hut not 
so pronounced, in order of severity and mortality comes 
the red-haired class. Only in the percentage of deaths 
in diphtheria, which is remarkahly small, and of severe 
cases in whooping cough is this order changed. But the 
low death rate in diphtheria is fully made up hy the 
large number of severe cases and the small numher of red- 
hairei children with whooping cough readers the observa
tion of little value. The severity and mortality in med
ium-haired children occupies a mean between the high 
severity and death rates among the fair-haired and, in a 
less degree, the red-haired children and the comparative-
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Xy low severity and death rates among the dark and jet 
hlaok-haired children. This position is changed in diph
theria where the fair-haired children have a slightly 
smaller percentage of severe oases and red-haired chil
dren a smaller percentage of deaths and in whooping 
cough where the red-haired have a smaller percentage of 
severe oases. As with the fair-haired hut on account of 
its smaller severity and death rates the position of. the 
dark and Jet hlaok-haired children is marked and comment 
The only exception is the lower death rate in diphtheria 
and the lower severity rate in whooping cough among red- 
haired children.

To sum up the dark and jet hlack-haired child oc
cupies one pole, the pole of less severity and mortality, 
the fair-haired and, to a less degree, the red-haired 
child occupies the other pole, the pole of greater sev
erity and mortality, while the mean is represented hy 
the mediim-haired child. This will he seen conveniently 
in Table 11, giving the hair colours in order of asoend- 
ihg, severity and death rates in the different diseases 
omsideëed.
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TABLE IX

from left to right the hair ooloars in order of 
aeoending severity and death rates in the diseases 
considered

(1) SEVERITY RATES

HAIR GOLOUR

Disease
SearXet Fever Black Dark ! Medium Red 1 FairDiphtheria Black Dark i Fair j Medium Red jMeasles Black Dark 1 1 Medium Red 1 Fairfheoping Gongh Black Red Dark j i Medium I Fair

------- _____ !_____

fXI) DEATH RATES

HAIR GOLODR

Scarlet Fever Black 1 Dark Medium BoADiphtheriaMeasles Black Red 1 Dark MediumBlack 1 Dark Medium BedWhooping Gough Black ! Dark
:

Medium Red

FairFair
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2 BSGÜPBBATIVE POWER AÏÏD PIGMESBTAÎDIOB GF THE BYBS

TABLE 12

Showing the number of patiente, the percentage of severe 
oases, and the percentage of deaths in the various eye 
colours in the diseases considered

EYE GOLODR

Dark Medium Light Blue
T"”

Scarlet Fever
28017.11.4

i

1156 331 16.8 19 3.6 4.2I
9720.64.1

Bumber of cases 
Percentage of severe cases Percentage of deaths
'

Diphtheria
106 35.8 13.2 1

1 1 
I 1311 ; 247 1 36 37.6 ! 42.9 ! 30.6 10.3 i 10.1 ; 8.3
1 i

-1Bupber of oases Percentage of severe cases Percentage of deaths
;
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Dark Medium Light Blue

Measles
Bumber of cases 
Percentage of severe oases Percentage of deaths

9617.77.3
39817.38.8

1462211
2123.89.5!

Jfhooplag Cough
Bumber of oases Percentage of severe oases Percentage of deaths

!
21.210.6

11816.97.6
11122.5 112.6

3411.85.9

lABLB 13

SlTlag fsom left to right the eye ooloqrB la order of
aeoeadlag severity and death rates la the disease# ooa- 
sldered

fl) SEV2BIÎÏ BdTBS

m s  COLOtIB
Disease

Scarlet FeverDiphtheriaMeaslesWhooping cough
Blue
Blue

Medium
MediumMedium

DarkDarkDarkDark
Medium Light I Blue Light j Bight i Blue Light
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(IX) DmfH BATES

EYE GOLOUE

Disease
Soarlet Fever jpark Diphtheria ! Blue {DarkWheopiug Gough i Blue

; Medium I Blue LightLight i Medium i Dark |; Medium I Blue ; Light: Medium I Dark i Light

Taking into consideration the conclusions drawn be
tween the severity and mortality of the diseases and the 
pigmentation of the hair, it should follow by analogy 
that the dark-eyed and the light and blue-eyed children 
should occupy the extreme poles, the dark-eyed that of 
less severity and mortality and the lig^t and blue-eyed 
that of greater severity and mortality with the medium
eyed children representing the mean. As will be seen 
from Table IE, this would hardly be accurate in detail.
On the other hand, if we group together the dark and med
ium-eyed children and the light and blue-eyed children 
it is found (Table 14) that the dark and medium-eyed 
group represent the less severity and mortality, while 
the light and blue-eyed group represent the greater sev
erity and mortality. The only exception to this is the
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death rate in diphtheria which is slightly lower in the 
light and blue-eyed group. When the eye colours are con
sidered separately, however, the conclusion is not so 
definite. The dark-eyed child has not the same advantage 
over the medium-eyed child as the dark-haired child has 
over the medium-haired child. Only in the death rate in 
scarlet fever is there a decided advantage, and there is 
also a slight advantage in the death rate in measles and 
the severity rate in diphtheria. In the other diseases 
both the severity and death rates are lower in medium
eyed children, but the difference is not great. The 
light-eyed child shows the highest severity and mortal
ity, the only exceptions being the severity rate in 
scarlet fever and measles, which is rather lower than in 
blue-eyed children, and the death-rate in diphtheria, 
which is rather lower than in both medium and dark-eyed 
children. The blue-eyed child is not at all constant; 
in diphtheria and whooping cough it has the smallest 
seveiPity and death rates, whereas in scarlet fever and 
measles it has the greatest percentage of severe oases 
and, with the exception of light-eyed children, of deaths. 
It would seem therefore that the advantage is still in 
favour of the medium and dark-eyed children, but that the 
blue-eyed children are not so liable to severe attacks 
of diphtheria and whooping-cough.
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y* V'.

îiBLB 14

8h##img the mmber of patients, the percentage of severe 
oases, and the percentage of deaths in dark and medinm 
eyed children grouped together and light and blue- 
eyed children grouped together

BÏB COlOTm

i Disease Dark & Medium Li^t & Blue

Boarlet 7ever
i Wumher of cases 1 Percentage of severe cases Î Percentage of deaths

_________________

j
1436 428 16.9 19.4 0.2 4.2

Diphtheria
j lumber of cases Percentage of severe cases Percentage of deaths

417 283 87.2 41.3 11 j 9.9

Measles
lumher of oases Percentage of severe oases Percentage of deaths

_________;___

494 167 17.4 ! 25.3 8.6 1 12.3
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Disease Dark & Medium Light & Blue

«looping eongh
lumber of cases 165 145Percentage of severe oases 18.2 20Percentage of deaths 8.5 11

3. RSOUPBRAÏITB POWER 
AID PI@mB2A$I0W 07 TSE HAIR AID ETES COMBUED

The various oomblnatious of hair and eye colours are 
so numerous and the number of cases in some combinations 
so small that only the three main ones have been consid
ered here, namely, the dark-haired children with dark- 
eÿee» the medium-haired children with medium eyes, and 
the faïr-haired children with light eyes.
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TABLE 15

Showing the nimber of patients, the percentage of severe 
cases and the percentage of deaths in the three main 
hair and eye combinations

MIR AID EYE COLOUR

Dark hair & Medium hair & Fair hair sidark eyes medium eyes light eyes

jSoarlet Fever
! lumber of cases 145 826 165Percentage of severecases 12.4 16.6 19.4Percentage of deaths 1.4 3.6 4.9
i
Diphtheria i
lumber of cases 40 223 i97Percentage of severeoases 37.5 1 39,9 44.3Percentage of deaths

i
12.5

!
11.7 16.5

Measles i
lumber of cases 39 ! 260 70Percentage of severeoases 20.6 1 16.1 25.7Percentage of deaths! 5.1 8 14.3
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1 : Dark hair & ; 1 dark eyes Medium hair & medium eyes Fair hair & light eyes j

looping oou^
lumber of oases 16 89 591 Percentage of severecases 12.5 19.1 28.5i Percentage of deaths

L_
0 7*9 17.9 1

......... . . . „ i

W œ E  16

siting from to right the eomhlaed hoir and eye col- 
onre la order of ascending severity and death rates 
In the diseases considered

(I) ShtSRIfY B&TSS

hlsease
Scarlet
Diphtheria

1“

HdZB ABD KYS OODODR

Whooping

I Dark dark I Medlnm medium_ i Dark dark I Medium mediumBedlum medium j Dark dark !
I Dark darh | Medium medium

Fair light Fair light Fair light Fair light
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(II) DEATH RATES

HAIE m >  EYE OOLOm

Disease
Scarlet fever Diphtheria Measles Whooping Coagh

I Dark dark | Medium medium Fair lightMedium medium | Dark dark ; Fair light
I Dark dark I Medium medium Fair lightI Dark dark I Medium medium Fair light

From tables 15 and 16 it is seen that the result is 
striking. The dark-haired, dark-eyed children occupy 
one pole, that of less severity and lower mortality; the 
fairrhaired light-eyed children occupy the opposite pole, 
that of greater severity and greater mortality, and not 
only is this so but the greater severity and greater mor
tality in the fair-haired light-eyed child is marked and 
constant in each of the diseases considered. The medium 
haired medium-eyed child occupies the mean between these 
poles. The only exceptions are found in measles where 
the medium-haired medium-eyed children show a smaller 
percentage of severe cases and in diphtheria where they 
show a slightly smaller percentage of deaths than the 
dark-haired dark-eyed children.

It has been found then that the dark and jet black
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haired children oppose greater resistance to the diseases 
than the red-haired children and, even more so, than 
the fair-haired children, while the medium-haired chil
dren occupy an inteimediate position. It has also been 
seen that the medium and dark-eyed children are less 
severely attacked than the light and blue-eyed children 
and, further, that combining the hair and eye colours 
the dark-haired dark-eyed children show considerably 
more resistance to the diseases than the fair-haired 
light-eyed children, with the medium-haired medium-eyed 
children occupying an intermediate position.

From this it must be concluded that the dark-haired 
dark-eyed type have higher recuperative powers and offer 
greater resistance to the diseases than the fair-haired 
light-eyed type, and that, in the various gradations be
tween the extreme dark and extreme fair types, the closer 
the type approximates to fair, the less recuperative 
power it has and the less resistance is offered in the 
diseases here considered:
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SPECIAL CASES

1 The leeidenoe of nephritis in the varions pigmenta
tion types in scarlet fever

TABLE 17

Showing the nnmher of cases and the percentage develop
ing nephritis in the varions hair and eye colonrs in 
scarlet fever

(1) HAIR COLOUR

Black Dark Medlnm Fair Red

Inmher ef cases Percentage with nephritis 80 214
1.9 7492.7 2612 734.1
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(E) EYB COLOUR

Dark Medium 1 Light Blue

lumber of cases Percentage with nephritis
I

2102.3 8332.3
1
1 187 i 3.2 623.2

______

The possible connection between the pigmentation 
of the hair and eyes and the skin has already been con
sidered. The type of skin, as one of the chief excret
ory systems in the body, might be expected to have an 
effect on the incidence of nephritis. In 1E95 oases 
of scarlet fever in Rnohill Hospital 02 or 2.5)S suffered 
from true scarlatinal nephritis. In Table 17 the per
centages of those occurring in the various pigmentation 
types are given. The evidence is not very conclusive, 
but here again the darker type seems to offer more re
sistance.

2 % e  incidence of paralysis and the necessity for 
Tracheotomy in diphtheria
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TABLE 18

Showing the number of oases and the percentage develop
ing subsequent paralysis, also the percentage requir
ing tracheotomy performed, in the various hair and 
eye colours in diphtheria

(I) HAIR COLOUR

- Black Bark Medium Fair Red :

lumber of cases 1 78 303 134 19 iPerowtage with paralysis 0 6.4 3.9 4.6 10.5Percentage requiring tracheotomy 0 5.1 4.9 6 10. ë

(II) EYE COLOUR

Dark Mediimi Light Blue

lumber of oases Pércehtagé with paralFsis Perbentage requiring tracheotomy
864*7
4.7

2424.1
3.7

1785.6
7.9

293.56.9
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(III) HAIR AID EYE OOLOm GOMBIIED

!'" ...................... Dark hair & dark eyes
Medium hair &1 Fair hair à medium eyes li^t eyes j

lumber of cases Percentage with paralysi 318 9.7
169 73 1 3.6 4.1

tmchaotomy 3.2 4.1

The possible association between the ectoderm and 
pigmentation has already been mentioned. The peripheral 
nerves being ectodermal in origin, it was thought that 
some relationship might be found between the incidence 
of paralysis in diphtheria and the pigmentation of the 
hair and eyes. The evidence again is not very conclus
ive. In Table 18 the percentage of cases with subsequent 
paralysis, chiefly palatal, and the percentage of cases 
requiring tracheotomy in 635 children suffering from 
diphtheria have been tabulated with reference to the 
colour of their hair and eyes. The figures bear out 
what has already been said with regard to the severity 
of the disease, the dark and medium types being less 
severely attacked; exceptions to this are found in the 
high percentage of cases of paralysis in dark-haired
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and in dark-haired dark-eyed children and in the low 
percentage of cases of paralysis in hlne-eyed children.

PiemiTATIOI AS A FACTOR tS RACE 8ELE0TI0I

By comparing the percentages in each hair or eye 
class of the total number of severe cases with recovery 
with the percentage of that class in the general popula
tion, an indication is given as to how far that class is 
handicapped by subséquent disability after severe ill
ness, and by comparing the percentages in each class of 
the total number of deaths with the percentage of that 
class in the general population, an indication is given 
as to how far that class is selected for extermination, 
the effect of selection is so much alike in each of the 
diseases considered that it is unnecessary to consider 
them separately.
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(I) m m  COLOUR

TABLE 19

Showing the percentages of the various hair eolours in 
the general population and in hospital patients, also 
the percentages in each colour of the total number 
of severe oases with recovery and of deaths

HAIR COLOUR

Black Dark Medium Fair Bed

Percentage in general nonulation
Belvidere & Ruchi11 areas 1.2 27.2 45.2 21.4 5

Scarlet Fever
Percentage in hospital patient Percentage of total severe cases with recovery 
Percentage of total deaths

B .6
.40

15.5
15.4
9.4

59.4
59.956. 5>-

19. a
26.629.7

5
5.74.7
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Black Dark Medium - Fair Red
Diphtheria;
Daroentage in hospital patients ïoreentago of total severe eases with recovery Parooatage of total deaths

.1
00

19.9
11.112.2

57.7 24.1 4.2i60.2 ! 23.2 5.6 58.1 i 28.4 1.41!
Whooping cough
Percentage in hospital patients! .6 Percentage of total severe cases with recovery j o  Percentage of total deaths ! 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I !

11.3
13.80

1
61.3 123.6 3.2
65.6 ; 20.7 0
63.3 : 33.3 3.3ij

Peroentage in general nomlation | 1 11.1 ; 26.7 45.3 ! 21.7 5.3
i

Bnohill area only |
11 iKaasles. Saohill only !

Poreentage in hospital patients | 12.9 Percentage of total severe | cases with recovery ! 15.9 
Percentage of total deaths j 6.6

_______________ _ _  1 1

I
56.5 ! 27.8 3.8j j

50.8 30.2 3.11 46.7 I 41.7 6 1i I

table 19 shows that the medium-haired class is tm- 
doubtedly selected both for handicap by its greater num
ber of severe oases with subsequent disability, and for 
extermination by its greater number of deaths.

this is the case in every one of the diseases con-
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Blàered, but to a less extant in meaBles where the fair
haired class suffers more severely. At the expense of 
the medium-haired and, to a much less extent, of the 
fair-haired, the black and dark-haired class is least 
selected for such handicap and extermination. The fair
haired and the red-haired class suffer about equally, 
the fair-haired rather more and the red-haired rather 
less than their proportional representation in the gen
eral population. In measles, as has been mentioned, the 
fair-haired class suffers most severely.

This result is somewhat at variance with the idea 
commonly held that the fair-haired class is being ex
terminated in the towns. That there is some degree of 
adverse selection is obvious from Table 19, but there is 
yet more adverse selection among the medium-haired class. 
It would seem therefore that the current beliefs of the 
inability of the fair-haired person to stand the town 
life is not supported to any great extent by feyer sta
tistics.

X.Tocher found that there was a positive correlation 
between the death rate and medium hair, and another be
tween the death rate and dark eyes in Scotland*. This

* Tocher, Pigmentation Survey of School Children in Scotland. Bioraetrika, Vol. 1908-09, p.
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result, he states, was te he expeoted sinee density Is 
similarly associated with colour and the denser the pop
ulation, the greater the death rate; the denser the pop
ulation the greater the excess of medium hair, and there 
fore the greater the exeees of medium hair, the greater 
t ^  dea’̂  rata. This, however, is obviously not the 
sole factor, as it is found that the rate at which med
ium-haired children develop infectious disease is con- 
siderably greater than the average.

(II) SÏB COLOUR

TABLE 20

Showing the percentages of the various eye colours in the 
gbue^l population and in hospital patients, also the 
percentages in each colour of the total mnuber of 
severe cases with recovery and of deaths

SYS GOLCUR

Bark Medium Light Blue
PoMentage in general oeoulation ”  ■
Belvidere & Ruchill Areas 24.5 84 30.8 11.2
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:park Medium Light r  Blua

Scarlet fever
Percentage in hospital patients Percentage of total severe eases with recovery Percentage of total deaths

15
16.86.2

62
68.465.7

17.8
18.721.9

1

5.2 1

t ± \

i

Diphtheria
Percentage in hospital patients Percentage of total severe cases with recovery 
Percentage of total deaths

15.2
12.118.9

44.4
42.9
43.2

36.3
40.933.8

I I 

5.1 !

î : J i

i

Whooping congh
Percentage in hospital patients Percentage of total severe cases wi# recovery Percentage of total deaths

15.2
17.2 16.7

88.1
3830

35.8 
3846.7 6.9 I  6.7 :

i

Percentage in general population 1 I

1
!

I

1Ruchill area only i 24.4 1
j

82.4 31.2
1

12 1

Rnohill only | 1

Percentage in hospital patients I 14.5 60.2 1 22.1 3.2Pefemtage of total severe ' ; 1 1casés with recovery 16.9 I 54 25.4 ! 4.8Percentage of total deaths 1

■ '  1

11.7
1

58.4 j 26.7 1 3.3 i

' ■ 1

Table SO shows that the effeet of seleetlon In the
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varlouG eye colours follows closely that of the hair col
ours. The medium-eyed class by a very large margin is 
selected both for handicap by its large number of severe 
cases with subsequent disability and for extermination 
by its large number of deaths. The only exception to 
this is in whooping cough where the light-eyed class suf
fer more severely. With the exception of the light-eyed 
class in diphtheria and whooping cough the other colours 
all suffer less by handicap or extermination than their 
proportion in the general population, and this happens 
at the expense of the medium-eyed class.

Hext to the medium the light-eyed class is Selected 
for handicap and extermination, the dark-eyed less so, 
and the blue-eyed least of all. This order is maintain
ed throughout with well marked degrees of diminution of 
adwerse selection from the medium-eyed to the blue-eyed 
class.

(Ill) HAIR ASP 2XS COLOUR COKBISSD

She effect of selection on the race with regard to 
hair and eye colour combined i^ not at present possible 
as no statistics are available of the different combina-



es
tiens sf hsir and eye-eoleur in the sehool ohildrsn sf 
Glasgow.

5 0 T S

In Qonnsction with pigmentation and the severity 
of these diseases, the following facts given by Clemow* 
are of interest. "Scarlet fever", he states, "is essen
tially a disease of temperate climates. In the tropics 
it is almost unknown. The influence of race is uncer
tain. People so ethnologioally distinct as the Chinese, 
the natives of South Africa and the inhabitants of the 
principal European countries all suffer considerably 
from the disease. But it is certain that some races are 
more susceptible than others. The statistics of recent 
censuses in the %ited States of An̂ erioa tend to show 
that the disease is less prevalent and less fatal among 
the negroes and Hod Indians lhan nmong the whites. In

* Clemow, The Geography of Disease
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the few oases of searlet fever observed In India, almost 
all have oeourred among Europeans, and a very small num
ber in natives of the country. In Egypt the disease is 
rare, but the infection is not infrequently imported, 
and when it does attack Egyptian children is of a mild 
character.

Diphtheria bears a close resemblance to scarlet 
fever in its distribution. The influence of race has 
never been fully determined. All the great divisions 
in the human family, including pure Mongols and full- 
bloooded negroes, seen to be susceptible to the disease, 
though probably both their susceptibility to attàck and 
their power of recovery vary greatly. In China, for ez- 
Gmple, the disease is said to be much more intense and 
fatal in natives than in European residents, while in 
the United States the white races suffer much more than 
the black.

Measles is one of the most widely prevalent of all 
diseases. In its relation to race, it appears to be as 
indifferent as in its relation to most other external 
conditions. All raOes are susceptible, and it seems to 
be as capable of attacking the Chinaman, the Hindu and 
the Eegre as the European. It appears, on the whole, to 
be decidedly less common in the African Eegro than in 
most other races.
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"Whooping eongh has an extremely wide distribution. 

Racial susceptibility appears to be a factor of little 
iaqportance, for all races are affected, though some more 
severely than others. In the United States the legro 
inhabitants fall victims to it much more readily than 
those of other races."

It would appear from Clemow’s facts that scarlet 
fever and diphtheria are less prevalent and less fatal 
among the darkly pigmented races, but on the other hand 
measles and whooping cough seem to be equally severe, 
irrespective of colour.

It seems that the statistics on pigmentation on 
which the results of this inquiry are based as regards 
susceptibility and recuperative power, althou^ probably 
holding approximately for the European races, do not 
necessarily hold good among other races. She dark-hair
ed Chinaman, for instance, suffers more severely from 
diphtheria than the European. It would be unwise, there
fore, to drawr any conclusions by analogy as to suscep- 
tlbility and recuperative power in these fevers among 
the various lacoi according to thqir pigmentation.
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G@5@LUSI05

Wxm the statlsties already given it has been shewn 
in the four aonte fevers here oensidered, namely, sear^ 
let fever, diphtheria, measles and whooping oough, that 
among Glasgow sohool-ohildren,

1 The medium-haired ohild is more liable to becomeinfected than the redv.haired and, much more 80, than the dark-haired and jet black-haired child. The fair-haired child occupies an intermediate position as regards infeotibn
2 The medium-eyed child is more liable to becomeinfected than the dark-eyed and, much more so,than the blue-eyed child. The light-eyed ohild occupies an intermediate position as re

gards infection. The light-eyed child appears to be more susceptible to diphtheria and whooping cou#i than to scarlet fever and measles.
3 The dark-haired and jet-black-haired child hashigher recuperative power than the red-haired, and, much more so, than the fair-haired child. The medium-haired child occupies an intermediate position as regards recuperative power.
4 The medium-eyed and dark-eyed child has higher; recuperative power than the light-eyed and blue eyed child.
5 G Whining the hair and eye colours the dark-hair-#d dark-eyed ohild has considerably more recuperative power than the fair-haired lighteyed child. The medium-haired medium-eyed child occupies an intermediate position as regards recuperative power.
6 In the various gradations between the extreme
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dark and extreme fair types, the oloser the type approximates to fair, the less recuperative power it has and the less resistance it offers to the diseases.

7 The medium-hai red class is undoubtedly selected both for handicap by its greater number of severe cases with subsequent disability, and for extermination by its greater number of deaths. The jet black and dark-haired clase is least selected for such handicap and extermination, while the fair-haired class is select ed rather more and the red-haired class rather less than their proportion in the general population.
t The medium-eyed class is undoubtedly selectedboth for handicap by its greater number of severe cases with subsequent disability and for e#ermination by its greater number of deaths. The light-eyed class is next in order adversely selected, the dark-eyed class less so and the blue-eyed class least of all. ^

Î
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SOAmBT F2VSR

SUcMXl and Belvidere oases. Total number, 1864

m m  GoLom

Black Dark Medium {Fair Bed

Aotwi numbers 
Thedretieal numbers lotual peroentage 
^eore^ioal percentage

pevere Gases

1222.61.2

28950715.527.2

1109842
59,445.2

iI 860; 899 
I 19.8 21.4

949455

Actual numbers PercWtage of total
#  9#^ colour

1
48,8

85
18.412.1

157
59.9
14.2

54
20.616

15 
5.716

Actual nnmbera Percentage of total Pefcentage of same colour
©©0

4
9.42.1

36
56.8 j8.2 1i

1929.75.8 1 .
8 2

The severe eases do not inolnde
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SnEB CÔ3aQUB

' Dark Kadlum Dlggkt Blae

A0tmal mmbems 7he@?QtlQal mimtere Aotml pareontage fhaoretioal paroentage

2804571524.5

1166604
6S
04

88156417.830.8

97209
5.211.2

SèTOra oasas
Aotaal aamtare Baroamtag# of total Ba;o#taga of e^e ooloor

4416.815.7
153
58.4p. 2

48
18.7
w . r

‘1.116.5

Death#

i S l S t ^ S W  ■of oQlonr
4 - 6.£ 
1 #

4865,7
8,6

14 4.8
4.1
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HdlB ASS Z71 SOmQBR GGmiXKD

B&XB o o m m

1 Bya IGolomr

Dark ( Imola&iag hlaol:) Mediam Salr w
Hum-
hers saT-ere 4eatha Bam-'bars aav-era death# Sam-bars s avare deaths Sam-

bars ser-ara deaths
Dark 145 16 2 117 25 1 11 1 0 7 2 1
 ̂KadiiuB 133 18 4 826 107 30 133 19 7 64 9 1 I
D̂lglit 18 1 0 130 20 5 165 24 8 18 4 1 ■
Blue 5 1 0 1 36 5 0 51 10 4 6 0

° 1
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DIBEfBERIA

RaohlXl aad Belvldere OaeeB. Total aomber, 700

HAIB GOBOm

jBlaok Dark Medltiffl Bair Bed

Aetaal number8 fbeeretioal aambers Actaal peroeatage 
Tkeeretloal peroeatage

1 1 i 8 : .1 i 1.2!?

9719115.927.2

40451657.745.2

16915024.121.4

29554.2
5

Severe eases
Aotaal aombers I o Beroeatage of total i o Beroeatage of same ooloaî  0

22
11.122.7

11960.229.5
4625.227.2 ^5.688

Deaths !
Aetual aambers Beroeatage of total 
Beroeatage of seme ooloai

0 1 9 0 12.2 
' 0 1 9.3.

4868.110.6
2128.412.4

11.43.4
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STB 0OL015

Dark 1 Medium Light Blue

Aetual numbers < Tbeoretioal numbers Aetual peroentage Tbieeretieal percentage

10617116.224.5

31128844.484

24721235.380.(3

36795.111.2

Severe eases
Aetual numbers Percentage of total Peroeatage of same colour

2412.122.6
8542.927.3

8140.932.8
84.122.3

Aot#l numbers Percentage of total Percentage of same colour
1418.918.2

1 82 j 48.2 i 10.8
2633.810.1

34.18.8
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Hàll AISD lïl COLODB GOMBIÈSD

MIB COIODR

Bare Colour

medium
Light

Dark f including black ) Medium Bair ._v_.
Bed

Hum-bare sev
ere deaths Sum-bers severe ieaths Sum-bers severe deaths lumbers sev-

40 10 5 57 9 7 2 © 2 2 0
32 8 3 223 63 26 48 13 3 8 1 0
25 4 1 113 43 8 97 27 16 12 7 0
1 0 0 . I 11 3 © 17 4 2 7 1 1
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Buehill eases. Total number 661

mm GOLom
■ —  —  —  —  —  .

Aetual nuW>ers fheoretieal numbers Aetual percentage Theoretical percentage

Severe cases
Aetual nombers tercentage of total

of same colour

Deaths
numbersof total Pardeitage of same cologW

Black Dark

0 857 1760 12.91.1 1 26.7

0 100 15. ft
Q 11.7

0 40
O' 1 : 5

Medium I Bair

367299
55.545.3

3250.88.7

881:5

Bed
■j “ t--- - — —

1 184 25i 144 35i 27.8 3.8I 21.7 5.3

1
19 230.8 3.110.3

1
8

1

1 41.7 3
6

i 1@\41 ... 1$
"* T — T



K 2  Q % @ m

Dark %dlum M ^ t Blute

Aetn#l numbers Thebretloal auaibePB Aet#l peroentage Theoretical percentage

9616114.524.4

398 i 215 I 
60.2 32.4

14620622.131.2
V

51
3.212

aetere eases
Aetual numbers 
Berad^ge of total Beféentags of same colour

1015.9 10.4
34648.6

3
4,814.3

Deaths
Aetual numbers B##0^ta#o ■ of total Beroehtage of same colour

711.77.3
3568.48.8

16
26,7
1%

23.39.6
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làlB iJD JCT COLOTO COMBITO

miR ooLom

ByeGolour

m(includint hlae EÎ Kedyium

Bum-
hers sev̂ere leathe JW9rhers severe leaths Bum-hers

Dark 39 6 2 37 4 2 17
Medium 39 3 2 . 2693/1 21 21 87
Light 7 1 9 # i 6 79
Blue 9 0 0 19 2 9 19

^  w «M W  MV «» {m mm am mm ^

Bair

r89T-er®

0
10
8
1

deaths

2 
11 
19
2

m m

3 
12 
9

8#Yare teaths

1 
1 
1 
0

-V r-*'î'.



and Buchlii oases. Total number, 310

GOLOm

V-—■ ::.■ . " : . ■ Black Daik 'Median' fair Bed

Aatdti-humbers 
f̂ eerf̂ ieal numbers #%W# psreentage ^#@%e#l peroentage

S4
.61.2

35 
84 11.3 
27.2

19014061.845.8

786683.6
81,4

1016
3.2
5

Severe oases
Actual numbers 
Beteentage of total 
Beroentage of same colour

0
©0

413,8
11.4

1965.610
680.7 

' 8.8
00
©

Deaths
Aetual numbers Beroentagi of total Beroentage, of same colour

0
©
;. ©;: /

1 II . 
10 '

10
18.7 j-'

 ̂™ • •• • ■
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AOtuai numbers fbaofetioal xmnbers 
# $ # 1  P W W a g »3&#w#$ioal peroentagtt

Dark

477615.224.5

Medlu#

lie10538.184

Light

1119435.830.8

Blaa

It
a..

Severe oases
Actual numbersleroentage of totalBeroentage of same colour 

■

517,210,6
11389.3

11389.9
26.95.9

AotlWl K«al8?8 tewtoJOi# m  tetai Beroentage of same colour
516.710,6 307,6 H1

6 75.9
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A #  m z  o o w m  Gomif#

EAZB 0058m

By#Oolear
Dark Medium lair

ffum-
bers severe leaths hers severe leat^s lum

bers severe leaths Humrbers Bft-ere

Dark 16 £ 0 3© 3 5 1 © 0 © 0 Q
Medium a 9 0 89 10 7 19 1 2 E © ©
Light 5 1 0 61 6 6 39 4 7 6 Ô 1
Blue 8 1 0 1® 0 1 14 1 1 E © P

m  ^  mm mm mm wm m mm wm mm ma- mm mm .


